For the task of near-duplicated document detection, both traditional fingerprinting techniques used in database community and bag-of-word comparison approaches used in information retrieval community are not sufficiently accurate. This is due to the fact that the characteristics of near-duplicated documents are different from that of both "almost-identical" documents in the data cleaning task and "relevant" documents in the search task. This paper presents an instance-level constrained clustering approach for near-duplicate detection. The framework incorporates information such as document attributes and content structure into the clustering process to form near-duplicate clusters. Gathered from several collections of public comments sent to U.S. government agencies on proposed new regulations, the experimental results demonstrate that our approach outperforms other near-duplicate detection algorithms and as about as effective as human assessors.
INTRODUCTION
Near-duplicate detection is the task to identify and organize documents that are "nearly identical" to each other. In another word, near-duplicates originated from the same reference copy. Early research on duplicate detection was done mainly for "almost-identical" documents and mostly in the areas of databases, digital libraries, electronic publishing and web search tasks [1] Many algorithms consider near-duplicate detection as a "retrieval" problem, i.e., to find the near duplicates for a single document. However, just looking for near-duplicates for a document neither fulfills the needs of organizing a large collection of documents nor that of identifying the original reference copy for near-duplicates. Moreover, one important characteristic of near-duplicate detection is that two documents may be considered near-duplicates even if they only share a relatively small amount of text. Solely relying on bag-of-word similarity measures, even some sophisticated ones carefully calibrated to the near-duplicate detection problem, are brittle under such situation. Additional knowledge about the documents is sometimes the key to tackle the problem.
A more flexible framework is hence desirable to make use of the additional information available in the document collection to organize the documents into near-duplicate clusters with the original reference copy recognized. In this work, near-duplicate detection is considered as an instance-level constrained clustering problem. Instance-level constrained clustering is a semisupervised process which provides a flexible framework to incorporate constraints on document attributes, content structure, and self-defined preferences to guide through the clustering process. We believe that our work is the first such semisupervised clustering approach developed for the general nearduplicate detection task.
A key component of this semi-supervised clustering algorithm is the use of instance-level constraints that are based on document attributes and editing styles of near-duplicates. Three types of instance-level clustering constraints 1 are used in our system: mustlink (believed to be in the same class), cannot-link (believed to be in different classes) and family-link (possibly in the same class) constraints. Note that the instance-level constraints used in semisupervised clustering are not the same as labeled data used in classification or partial-labeled data in semi-supervised classification, they are pair-wise constraints which are not sufficient to general class labels. Though they are not as strong conditions as class labels, they provide a valuable guidance for the conventional unsupervised clustering process. Moreover, instance-level pair-wise constraints are much easier to generate than class labels and the approach is still largely unsupervised.
A newly-emerging domain for near-duplicate detection is notice and comment rulemaking [13] , in which U.S. regulatory agencies receive comments about proposed regulations from the general public. Many of the comments are "form letters" (exact duplicates) and modified copies of form letters (near duplicates). U.S. law requires agencies to respond to every substantive issue raised by the public, even if the issue is inserted into a form letter. Spotting exact-duplicates is relatively easy, but identifying nearduplicates and their unique component(s) is a more challenging task that is currently done manually. When a proposed regulation attracts a large amount of public interests, an agency may receive hundreds of thousands of comments that must be processed within 1 Must-link and cannot-link concepts were first introduced in [14] .
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Our system, DURIAN (DUplicate Removal In lArge collectioNs), is evaluated in experiments with public comments recently collected for U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and Department of Transportation (DOT) rulemakings. The experimental results show that system-to-human intercoder agreement is comparable to human-to-human intercoder agreement. They also demonstrate that incorporating instancelevel constraints boost the accuracy and efficiency for clustering tasks. It shows that our approach is a more promising framework than unsupervised clustering without any constraint.
Furthermore, although evaluated in the public comment domain, the technique for near-duplicate detection is domain-independent; it could also be applied to near-duplicate detection in other domains such as question answering, web search, information flow, and plagiarism detection.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the problem. Section 3 reviews related research. Section 4 describes the algorithm. Section 5 discusses evaluation methodology. Section 6 presents experimental results. Section 7 concludes.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
Near-duplicate detection is different from other Information Retrieval (IR) tasks in how it defines what it means for two documents to be "similar". In many IR tasks document similarity refers to semantic "relevance" among documents, which are could be syntactically very different but still relevant. In contrast, the definition of similarity in duplicate detection in early database research [1] [3] [12] is very conservative, which is mainly to find syntactically "almost-identical" documents. As pointed out by Metzler et al. [10] , for other tasks that need to detect documents with "intermediate level of similarity", there has not been much research done. Near-duplicate detection in notice and public comment rulemaking is one such task and our work is designed to be general enough to apply to other detection tasks for documents with "intermediate level of similarity".
In notice and public comments rulemaking domain there are two broad categories of documents: comments that are written moreor-less from scratch (they contain unique insights and opinions, derivative opinions, spam or viruses), and comments that are written based on a form letter. The former will produce singleton clusters and the later will form near-duplicate clusters. We define two documents to be near-duplicates if they are from the same origin. In particular, several subcategories of near-duplicates are defined based on common editing styles:
• Block Added: Add one or more paragraphs (<200 words) to a document; As we mentioned earlier, in the task of near-duplicate detection, even if two documents share a small amount of text, they may still be considered as near duplicates. Solely relying on similarity measures, even some sophisticated ones carefully fitted to the near-duplicate detection problem, for instance, relevant frequency [7] , statistical translation-model-based measure [10] , and Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [16] , becomes fragile. The example given in Figure 1 shows that two documents clearly from the same origin are given very different similarity scores (0.30 and 0.05 respectively) by one of state-of-the-art similarity measure, Dirichlet-smoothed KL divergence, which is used in our baseline unsupervised algorithm as the distance metric (See Section 4.2 for details). It is undesirable that documents which should be grouped together have dissimilar scores. It is also hard to determine what the correct threshold is for a particular cluster if the similarity measure is not able to represent the true grouping.
On the other hand, sometimes the similarity score suggests that they should be grouped together however they should not be, for instance, some other documents which have very close scores but are actually submitted for different proposed rules, i.e., different topics. Therefore, just employing a single distance metric in unsupervised algorithm prevents us revealing the near-duplicates in both situations.
This paper studies how to employ additional knowledge to tackle the above problem and boost the near-duplicate detection accuracy. In particular, the tasks include:
• To identify where a particular near-duplicate first originated; and • To achieve highly effective near-duplicate detection by incorporating additional knowledge via instance-level constrained clustering.
RELATED WORK 3.1 Duplicate Detection
The problem of finding near-duplicate documents has been a subject of research in the database and web-search communities for some years. The applications range from plagiarism detection in web publishing to redundancy detection in large datasets. The common duplicate detection techniques are classified into two categories: Fingerprint-based and Fulltext-based.
Duplicate Detection Using Fingerprints
A fingerprint of a document is a set of integers, each of which is the hash value for a substring extracted from the document. In this paper, to be clearer in concept, the term "fingerprint" refers only to document-level fingerprint while the term "integer" or "hashvalue" refers to hash function output, which in many other paper 
Figure 1: Near-duplicate Example
is sometimes also called "fingerprint". Each integer is stored in an index for fast access during query process. Similarity between two documents is measured by counting the number of common integers. Algorithms are different in their choices of hash functions, substring size, substring number, and substring selection strategy.
Hashing functions is used to generate hash values for substrings. Popular hash functions include NIST's SHA1 [11] and Rabin [3] . However, many other hash functions are qualified for this task as long as they are reproducible and with a low rate of hash collision.
Substring size is defined by the length of each substrings extracted from a document. Larger size increases the chance of false negatives in duplicate detection while smaller size increases that of false positives, e.g., SCAM [1] used a very small substring, word, as the unit for fingerprinting. Prior research suggested that substrings of 3-5 words are good [7] .
Substring number is the number of substrings extracted from a document to build a fingerprint. Some techniques used a fixed number of substrings for efficiency, e.g., I-Match presented in [4] , while many others used a variable number of substrings for a more accurate representation of the document, e.g., DSC presented in [3] . A smaller number of substrings have the risk of ignoring short documents and increasing false negatives.
Substring selection strategy is the way to pick which substrings to hash. It can be categorized as position-based, hash-value-based, anchor-based and frequency-based strategies. Position-based strategy selects substrings based on their offsets in a document, a sentence or a paragraph. It includes full fingerprinting [1] [3] [7] , non-overlapping fingerprinting [1] , and overlapping fingerprinting [3] . It is popular due to the simplicity. Hash-value-based strategy is also popular. The famous shingling approach (or DSC), proposed by Broder, et al. [3] picks substrings whose hash values are multiples of an integer. Anchor-based strategy extracts substrings that start with special words or character sequences. It was shown to be one of the best substring selection methods [7] , however this approach has to be manually tuned to fit a specific collection and hence is not that practical. Frequency-based strategy selects substrings based on their frequency of occurrences in the document, the entire collection [4] [5] and/or external collections [9] . Term frequency within a document (tf) and inverse document frequency in a collection (idf) are used to select the substrings. Conrad et al. [5] used 30-60 highest idf words. Chowdhury, et al.'s I-Match [4] also selected terms with high idf. However term selection based on idf alone can be overly sensitive to small changes in document content and hence the false negative is high. The more recent extended I-Match [9] used external collection statistics to select the lexicon. It achieved a better recall by introducing multiple fingerprints. However, it is computationally expensive.
Duplicate Detection Using Full-Text
The simplest full-text approach is to adapt methods originally developed for search engines, for example, vector-space model, which treats a document as bag-of-words, with term weights determined by tf.idf values, and similarity determined by cosine similarity. Traditional cosine-similarity measure focuses on finding a semantic relevant document while near-duplicate detection focuses more on syntactic similarity. Several previous works thus have been done in finding suitable similarity measures to address syntactic similarity among documents. The identity measure proposed by [7] emphasizes that the gap between rare words' term frequency in two documents should be smaller than that between common words' and their best ranking is giving by a term weighting function biased towards rare terms. Metzler et al. [10] used statistical translation models to estimate the probability that one sentence in a document is a translation of another sentence in another document. The probability of aligning to a absent term is estimated by the background language model. The translation probability serves as the basis of the sentence-level and the document-level similarity scores [10] .
Semi-supervised Clustering
Clustering is a very useful tool for data analysis, especially in the initial process of a large dataset analysis where the data labeling is impractical or unavailable. However, the usefulness of clustering is questioned by researchers because of its "blindness" rooted in its nature of "no supervision". Moreover, it is always hard to evaluate the performance of a clustering algorithm since there could be many ways of defining what a "good" set of clusters should be and hence there is no definite gold standard to compare with. The semi-supervised clustering approach offers a promising way to incorporate additional knowledge as some kind of supervision. [8] [14] [15] . The additional knowledge in documents is valuable guidance which could greatly improve the performance of clustering process. Some algorithms focus on how to incorporate additional knowledge to modify distance metrics, for example, the Jensen-Shannon divergence updated with gradient descent algorithm, or the Euclidean distance modified by a shortest-path algorithm [8] . Others focus on how to introduce conditions to constrain the clustering process on the fly, for example, initializing clusters using constraints in k-means algorithm, or controlling clustering assignments based on constraints [14] .
ALGORITHM 4.1 Document Representation
Our focus is on public comments that are submitted through email and Web forms; these represent the majority of comments submitted for high-profile regulations in recent years. In order to get useful additional knowledge about the documents automatically, DURIAN employs an information extraction (IE) module. Simple, rule-based heuristics enable it to identify document attributes (metadata), such as the comment sender/author, the receiver, timestamp, address block, signature block, salutation, docket identification number, topic, relayer (email-relaying organizations) and footer block (email signatures attached by email service providers). The documents are analyzed and represented in XML format with extracted metadata as well as the main text. This preprocessing not only normalizes the representation by separating the header, salutation, footer and signature lines from the main text, it also provides ready-to-use additional knowledge about the documents to derive the instancelevel constraints automatically.
Distance Metric
For any clustering algorithm it is important to define a distance metric. Insertion and deletion of a block of text to/from a form letter are common in public comments, hence it is not surprising that a form letter and its near-duplicates have unmatched vocabularies. In [10] , the authors used a statistical translation model to get document similarity and claimed that their measure for the detection of documents with "intermediate level of
similarity" is the best among the current technologies. The statistical translation model turns out to be equivalent to the Dirichlet-smoothed KL-divergence (See [10] for more details). In our work, Dirichlet-smoothed KL-divergence is employed as the distance metric in the baseline unsupervised clustering algorithm.
When comparing the similarity of two documents, the problem of unmatched vocabulary, which is very common in near-duplicate detection, needs to be handled. Instead of assigning zero weights to an absent word, smoothing techniques give the word a probability proportional to its overall probability in a background language model. For any two documents d a and d b with word probability distributions p a and p b respectively, the KL divergence between them is: 
is the probability of word w occurring in document
where
α is a coefficient provided for each unseen word. Note that all of the probabilities should sum to one,
is the smoothed probability of a word present in the document, and ) | ( C w p is the background language model. Due to space limitation, the derivation is skipped a bit however it can be shown that with such a smoothing method, the KL divergence becomes:
Note that the scoring is now based on a sum over all the terms that occur in both documents, i.e., all "matched" terms.
By Dirichlet prior smoothing [17] , we have: 
By putting Equations (5)(6)(7) (8) into (4), we can see that the KLdivergence scoring formula is essentially the same as the query likelihood retrieval formula in [17] , and also equivalent to the statistical translation model presented in [10] . Since KLdivergence is non-negative and non-symmetric, we define and use the minimum value of two KL-divergences as the distance metric between documents d a and d b :
The smoothed KL divergence is thus the distance metric used in the unsupervised clustering algorithm, which is the baseline in our experiments in section 6.
Redundancy-based Reference Copy Detection
One of the tasks of near-duplicate detection is to find the reference copy from which a set of documents derived. DURIAN employs a simple but effective redundancy-based reference copy detection strategy. The assumption is that form letters are submitted in both unmodified and modified forms. Any document that has many exact duplicates is considered an instance of a form letter 2 . In practice, when comment volume is high, a significant fraction of the comments is exact duplicates of form letters, making them relatively easy to find. This fact makes our approach practical.
To identity exact duplicates, all words in a document are converted into a single document string, which is a long string of characters with all the words in the document concatenated together (white spaces and punctuations removed). After that, a hash function is applied to the document string to create a unique identifier for this particular document. The hash function used in DURIAN is the NIST's security hash function, SHA1 [11] . It makes sure that the chance of hash value collision is as low as p( 160 2 ). It is also designed to be very fast and is good for strings of any length. After hashing, a <hash-value, document id> tuple is created for each document and all the tuples are sorted by their hash values. Documents resulting in the same hash value are neighbors since they are sorted. A simple linear scan to the sorted list is performed to identify documents with same hash values, which are considered exact duplicates. Given a set of exact duplicates whose size is bigger than m (m=5 in our system), the document with the earliest timestamp is selected to be the reference copy. DURIAN also annotates the reference copy with the number of exact duplicates in the set, and retains the information for further study.
Incorporating Instance-level Constraints
Instance-level constraints are generated and incorporated in the clustering process for near-duplicate detection. In many cases, public comments share the same metadata, such as email relayer, approximate file size, approximate date, and docket identification number, are likely to be near-duplicates. These attributes can be used to create instance-level constraints that indicate that certain pairs of documents must be, cannot be, or are likely to be in the same duplicate cluster. In this work, two hard constraints, mustlink and cannot-link, are used, and a new type of instance-level constraint, family-link, is introduced. Each type of constraints is described in more detail below.
Must-link
Must-links are pair-wise constraints specifying that two documents must occur in the same cluster. They are strong connections of two documents. The must-link conditions in nearduplicate detection include the complete containment of the reference copy (key block), and word overlap > 95% (minor change). By using the must-links, pairs of documents satisfying the conditions are forced to be in the same cluster even if their KL divergence is high, i.e., even if they are dissimilar in bag-of-word comparison.
Cannot-link
Cannot-links are pair-wise constraints specifying that two documents must go to different clusters, i.e., cannot be in the same cluster. They are strong exclusions between two documents. The cannot-link condition in near-duplicate detection only occurs when two documents cite different docket identification numbers in their texts; this happens more frequently than one might expect because people often use the wrong email address or Web form when submitting comments.
Family-link
Family-link constraints are pair-wise constraints specifying that two documents are likely to be in the same cluster. In nearduplicate detection a family-link is created when two documents have the same email relayer, the same docket identification number, similar file sizes, and the same footer block.
Constraint Transitive Closure
As mentioned above, an initial set of must-links, cannot-links and family-links are created between pairs of documents, based upon document attributes, content structure and preferences, A more complete set of constraints is obtained by taking the transitive closures of these three types of instance-level constraints. 
Must-link transitive closure:
= m , = c and = f indicate must-link, cannot-link and family-link respectively.
Transitive closure provides a larger and more complete set of instance-level constraints. For example, initially there are only three family-links among six documents in Figure 2 (I). Assume three of them (a, a', a'') are derived from the reference copy a, the other three (b, b', b'') from b. By introducing one cannot-link between two reference copies, and two must-links between the reference copies and two edited copies in Figure 2 (II), many other constraints can be derived (Figure 2 (III) ). Note that once a cannot-link is assigned, some previous family-links are removed and changed to cannot-link since cannot-link is a stronger condition.
The Clustering Algorithm
As mentioned earlier, any comment that has more than 5 exact duplicates (after lexical preprocessing) is considered an instance of a form letter. The copy with the earliest timestamp is the reference copy of the form letter. All reference copies are put into a set called ReferenceCopies. Some documents that are not reference copies are put into another set called NonreferenceCopies, which may be also become seeds later in the clustering process. The two sets of documents are inputs to the clustering algorithm detailed in Figure 3 . 
eliminate s ij from n dk : n dk n dk -{s ij }; Although the algorithms easily handle datasets of these sizes, manually obtaining assessments or class labels for the complete datasets would be impractical, thus we created three samples of 1,000 e-mails (two from EPA, one from DOT). These datasets were called NTF (Name That Form), NTF2 and DOT by the human assessors ("coders") at the University of Pittsburgh's Qualitative Data Analysis Program, a coding and assessment service operated by the University Center for Social and Urban Research. DURIAN's redundancy-based reference copy detection identified 28 reference copies of form letters for NTF, 26 for NTF2 and 4 for DOT. Exact duplicates of the reference copies were removed automatically. The coders were asked to identify near-duplicates of the known form letters, and to assign labels such as "block added", "block deleted", "minor change", "block rearrange", "singleton" (unique comment) and "repeated copies", which are near-duplicate subcategories. The coders also annotated "header", "signature line" "stakeholder" and "unique text" (the substantive text that the commenter added to a form letter). "Block added" and "key blocks" are found to be the most common editing styles (>50%). "Minor change" is the next major one (>20%). The number of "singleton" clusters is reasonably large (around 10%), which is of potential interest for social science research.
Evaluation Metrics
Our experiments used two types of metrics. Precision, Recall, and F1 measure effectiveness objectively. And AC1 [6] , a modified version of Cohen's kappa intercoder agreement, measure effectiveness relatively. Cohen's kappa is a more common choice, but it suffers from bias and prevalence problem when agreement between assessors is high but skewed to a few categories, as is common in public comment datasets. AC1 corrects this flaw and is defined as:
where p(A) is the observed agreement between two assessments x and y, a is the number of pairs in the same groups in both x and y, b is the number of pairs in the same groups in x but different in y, c is the number of pairs in the different groups in x but the same in x, and d is the number of pairs in the different groups in both x and y. p(A) can be calculated as (a+d)/m where m=a+b+c+d. p(E) is the agreement expected by chance, and is calculated as:
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

System-to-Human Intercoder Agreement
The first set of experiments explores the agreement between DURIAN and human assessors. DURIAN is treated as if it is a "coder". The interceder agreements are measured using AC1. In Table 1 , Coder A represents coders UCSUR 13 for dataset NTF, UCSUR8 for NTF2 and SUPER for DOT; and Coder B represents UCSUR 16 for NTF, UCSUR9 for NTF2 and G for DOT 3 . Note that the human assessors have very high inter-coder agreement (>90%) on what is a near-duplicate cluster. It shows that for clustering algorithms aiming to solve a clearly-defined task such as near-duplicate detection, providing a "gold standard" is possible. Under this condition, DURIAN shows high systemhuman intercoder agreements in both macro-averaged (0.82 to 0.94) and micro-averaged AC1 (0.91 to 0.98). Moreover, the system-human intercoder agreements are comparable to humanhuman intercoder agreements. This is really desirable but we should be careful about the micro-averaged AC1. There are some very large letter-writing campaigns in these datasets, which creates huge near-duplicate clusters, which tend to dominate the final result of pair-wise comparisons. Figure 4 illustrates the impact of different types of constraints on the clustering algorithm. Note that our baseline is a unsupervised clustering algorithm with smoothed KL divergence as the distance metric. For the NTF dataset, baseline has an average F1 of 0.81. F1 reaches 0.96 after 50 constraints of all three types are used (an 3 UCSUR13, UCSUR8, UCSUR9, UCSUR16, SUPER and G are identification numbers for human assessors improvement of 18.5% over the baseline. For the NTF2 data set, the baseline has an average F1 of 0.85, and F1 reaches 0.97 after using 50 constraints (an improvement of 14.1% over the baseline). For the DOT data set, the baseline has an average F1 of 0.90. F1 is at 0.98 after 50 constraints are incorporated, (an improvement of 8.9% over the baseline). Our results on these three data sets indicate that instance-level constraints have greatly boosted the clustering effectiveness.
Impact of Instance-level Constraints
It can also be observed that some constraints are more effective than others. For both NTF and NTF2, the must-link constraints alone outperform the cannot-link, family-link and even the combination of all three types of constrains. However, on the DOT dataset, the cannot-link works the best of the three types of constraints. This phenomenon reminds us that NTF and NTF2 are drawn from the same collection, in which there are multiple major letter-writing campaigns. In this case, must-links guarantee that two documents with only a small amount of text overlap (low text similarity) are still in the same cluster as long as they satisfy mustlink condition. In this case, must-links help to guide many outliners into their correct clusters and thus have a big impact on the overall clustering process. On the other hand, must-link is less effective for the DOT dataset, in which there are very few letter writing campaigns, and hence few large clusters. In this case, cannot-link constraints are of greatest use because they encourage the creation of more clusters, (correctly) resulting in more singleton clusters. Moreover, family-links speed up the clustering process by introducing bias and clustering documents into the correct clusters at an earlier stage.
Comparing with Other Duplicate Detection Algorithms
A set of experiments is conducted in this work to evaluate several well-known duplicate-detection algorithms on the above three datasets. The set of gold standards used here are the assessments from human coders UCSUR16 for dataset NTF, UCSUR15 for NTF2 and G for DOT. In order to study the effectiveness of duplicate detection techniques on subcategories, the average precision, average recall, and average F1 for each subcategory are studied for competing algorithms. The parameters for the competing methods were tuned using parameter sweeps and/or the best values reported in prior publications [5] [7] . The contenders are described below.
Full fingerprinting (full):
Every substring of size s in the documents is selected and hashed (s=3 in our experiments). Every hash value and the document id are stored as a <hash-value, document id> tuple. Duplicate detection is performed by 1) sorting the list of tuples; 2) for any hash-value that also appear in the reference copy, turning this hash-value's flag to 1, keeping the document id information to create another kind of tuple <document id, flag=1>; 3) counting the hash-values with flag=1 for every document, and get <document id, count>. The count is the number of overlap fingerprints between a document and the reference copy. If the overlap is above 80%, the document is considered as a (near) duplicate.
Shingling (DSC) [3] : Performed in the same way as described in full fingerprinting except that every 5 overlapping substrings of size s in the documents are selected and hashed. s is set to 3 again. If the count of the overlap fingerprints in a document to form letter is above 80%, it is considered as a (near) duplicate. [4] : N words with the highest idf values in a document are selected, (N = 30). Note that the 5 words with the highest idfs are ignored, because they might be mistakes such as misspellings. A single fingerprint is generated for each document. Duplicate detection is performed by sorting all <fingerprint, document id> tuples. Those agreeing with the fingerprint of the form letter are selected as the (near) duplicates.
I-Match
DURIAN:
The algorithm proposed in this paper.
Based on results from Table 2 , we can see that full fingerprinting and DURIAN are the most effective algorithms. Full fingerprinting gives the largest possible set of fingerprints for a document. It provides either the best or the second best F1 value in every subcategory. However, it is also the most computationally expensive method. Every substring is stored as a hash number, so the algorithm requires sorting a large list of tuples. On the other hand, DURIAN consistently performs well in all subcategories, occasionally beating the full fingerprint approach. However, the retrieval and detection time is much lower than for full fingerprinting. Table 3 shows that it uses less than 40% time than Full fingerprinting. Two other techniques DSC and I-Match are not as effective as Full fingerprinting and DURIAN. In general, DSC outperforms I-Match. I-Match is very sensitive to both "block added" and "block deleted", "minor change" editing patterns. When the changed words are critical, i.e., appearing in the fingerprint that I-Match selected, the algorithm fails to detect the near-duplicates. In general, I-Match produces fairly low Precision and Recall.
CONCLUSION
As text collections grow in size, and are assembled from diverse sources, duplicate and near-duplicate text becomes an increasingly important problem. Notice and comment rulemaking is an extreme of this problem, but the underlying form letters are usually easy to identify, and comments often arrive with metadata that provides additional clues about near-duplicate relationships. This paper proposes instance-level constrained clustering as a solution to near-duplicate detection for notice and comment rulemaking. Instance-level constrained clustering has the advantage that varied information based upon document attributes, information extracted from the document text, and structural relationships among pairs of documents can be expressed as constraints on cluster contents, which narrows the search space, thus improving accuracy and efficiency. Experiments with EPA and DOT datasets demonstrate that this approach to near-duplicate detection is about as effective as highquality manual assessment, at less computational cost than competing methods.
Although notice and comment rulemaking is a problem with distinct characteristics, instance-based constrained clustering is a general solution that can be applied broadly. The ability to incorporate diverse constraints makes it a powerful tool for combining multiple forms of textual and non-textual evidence
